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Abstract
In component-based software development approaches, components are considered as black boxes,
communicating through required and provided interfaces which describe their visible behaviors.
In the best cases, the provided interfaces are checked to be compatible with the corresponding
required interfaces, but in general, adapters have to be introduced to connect them. We propose
to exploit existing notations and languages with their associated tools to specify working systems
out of components: UML composite structure diagrams to express the architecture in terms of
components and their interfaces, class diagrams, sequence diagrams and protocol state machines
to describe the behavior of each component. Component interfaces will then be expressed in B in
order to verify the interoperability. The use of B assembling and refinement mechanisms eases
the verification of the interoperability between interfaces and the correctness of the component
assembly.

1. Introduction

Recent works have shown that assembling com-
ponents independently produced and taking into
account the verification of their assembly with
appropriate tools is a promising approach devel-
opped since the nineties [14, 21]. The underlying
idea is to develop software systems by assembling
existing parts [8, 33], as it is common in other
engineering disciplines, such as electrical or me-
chanical engineering. Among the advantages of
such approaches, we can cite: (i) reusability of
trustworthy software components, (ii) reduction
of the development costs due to the reusabil-
ity, and (iii) flexibility of systems developed by
this approach. Assembling components needs
to be supported by design methods and verifi-
cation tools: on one hand, current technologies
of components [25, 28, 32, 34] do not take into
account safety requirements, on the other hand,
development and certification processes of critical
software, based on formal methods, is not well
suited to component-based approaches.

The development of component-based systems
introduces a fundamental evolution in the way
systems are acquired, integrated, deployed and
modified. Systems can be designed by examin-
ing existing components, like COTS or Commer-
cial Off-The-Shelf components, to see how they
meet the expected requirements and decide how
they can be integrated to provide the expected
functionalities. Next, the system is engineered by
assembling the selected components with some
locally developed pieces of code [10, 20].

Components are seen as black-boxes units
which only specify interfaces and explicit depen-
dencies. An interface describes services offered
and required by a component without disclosing
the component implementation. Component
interfaces are the only access to component infor-
mations and functionalities. The services offered
by a component are described by provided inter-
faces and the needed services are described by
required interfaces.

For different components to be deployed and
to work together, they must interoperate: their
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interfaces must be compatible through different
levels of compatibility depending on the require-
ments of the developed system. The syntactic
level covers signature aspects of attributes and
methods provided or required by the interfaces
whereas the semantic level concerns behavioral as-
pects of the considered methods and the protocol
level covers the allowed sequence of method calls.

The availability of formal languages and tool
support for specifying interfaces andchecking their
compatibility is necessary in order to verify the
interoperability of components. Our approach is
supported by a rigourous development method-
ology based on UML and the B method and is
introduced at the level of software architecture.
The idea to define component interfaces using B
has been introduced in an earlier paper [12]: se-
mantics and protocols of the component services
can be easily modeled using the B formal method.
The use of the B refinement [1] to prove that two
components are compatible at the signature and
semantics levels has been explored in [11]. To guar-
antee a trustworthy assembly of components, each
connection of a required interface with another
provided interface has tobe considered. In thebest
cases, the provided interface constitutes an imple-
mentation of the required interface. In general
cases, to construct a working system out of com-
ponents, adapters have to be defined. An adapter
is a piece of glue code that expresses the mapping
between a required and a provided interface. At
the signature level, it must express the mapping
between required and provided variables and how
the required methods are implemented in terms
of the provided ones. In [26], we have proposed a
first definition of an adapter in a simple case, with
only one required and one provided interface.

In this paper, we generalize the previous re-
sults, taking into account a more general assem-
bly of components with the use of both cases
of interfaces for different components to be con-
nected. We use the following notations:
– UML 2.0 [27] composite structure diagrams

serve to express the overall architecture of the
system in terms of components and interfaces.

– UML 2.0 class diagrams serve to express inter-
face data model with its different attributes
and operations.

– The usage protocol of each interface can be
modeled by a Protocol State Machine (PSM).

– UML 2.0 sequence diagrams serve to express
the interactions between the components to
be connected.

– The use of the formal method B [1] and its
associated tools serve to specify interfaces,
giving a special attention to correctness, in-
creasing confidence in the developed systems:
correctness of specifications, as well as correct-
ness of the followed process with verification
aspects.
In the following, we present the case study of

a simple access control system defined in terms
of components with a special focus on the iden-
tification component, itself defined in terms of
components. Section 3 exposes the trustworthy
assembly problem in a general manner. Section 3
presents a simple case of trustworthy component
assembly. Section 4 presents a more general
case of component assembly. Some related works
are discussed in Section 5 and Section 6 con-
cludes the paper.

2. Case Study: a Simple Access
Control System

We illustrate our purpose with the case study of a
simple access control system which manages the
access of authorized persons to existing build-
ings [2]. Persons who are authorized to enter
the building have to be identified. The needed
authentication informations may be stored on
an electronic access card or a sophisticated key
or a bar code pass, etc. Turnstiles block the
entrance and the exit of each building until an
authorization is given whereas identification sys-
tems are installed at each entrance and exit of
the concerned buildings. The means of identifica-
tion can be read to kept out the authentication
informations. It can be inserted and ejected and
must be taken by the user before a fixed time of
30 seconds, else it is retracted and kept by the
system.

A partial view of the architecture of the ac-
cess control system is given Figure 1 as a UML
2.0 composite structure diagram. Such diagrams
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Figure 1. Partial view of the architecture of the access control system

contain named rectangles corresponding to the
components of the system; here, we have depicted
four components: the AccessControl component
corresponding to the system requirements, an
Identification component corresponding to the
control of the identification, a Database com-
ponent which is a passive component knowing
informations about the authorization of each
concerned user and some Turnstile components.
They are connected by means of interfaces which
may be required or provided. Required interfaces
explicit the context dependencies of a compo-
nent and are denoted using the “socket” notation
whereas provided interfaces explain which func-
tionalities the considered component provides
and are denoted using the “lollipop” notation.

We will focus on the interactions between the
AccessControl and the Identification components.
Requirements concerning the Identification compo-
nent are expressed by the two interfaces of the Ac-
cessControl component. They have been outlined
in Figure 2; they are modeled by class diagrams
with their different attributes and methods:
– ID_Pr corresponds to its provided interface

related to the Identification component with
five operations: idInserted, idRead param-
eterized by some authentication informa-
tions represented by id, id Ejected, idTaken
and idRetracted.

– ID_Re corresponds to its required interface
which must be provided by an Identifica-
tion component with three operations, readId,
acceptedId and refusedId.

Enumerated data types are defined using the
stereotype “enum”. The usage protocol of each
interface is modeled by a Protocol State Machine
(PSM) as presented in Figure 2. A PSM specifies
the external behavior of the component, with the
order of the allowed method calls starting from
its initial state.
The B method. It is a formal software de-
velopment method based on set theory which
supports an incremental development process,
using refinement [1]. A development begins with
the definition of an abstract model, which can
be refined step by step until an implementation
is reached. The refinement of models is a key
feature for incrementally developing models from
textual descriptions, preserving correctness in
each step.

The method has been successfully applied in
the development of several complex real-life ap-
plications, such as the METEOR project [4]. It is
one of the few formal methods which has robust
and commercially available support tools for the
entire development life-cycle from specification
down to code generation [5]. The B method
provides structuring primitives that allow one
to compose machines in various ways. Large
systems can be specified in a modular way and
in an object-based manner [22, 24]. Proofs of
invariance and refinement are part of each devel-
opment. The proof obligations are generated au-
tomatically by support tools such as AtelierB [31]
or B4free [13], an academic version of AtelierB.
Checking proof obligations with B support tools
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<< interface >>
ID_Pr

ip_status : 
ID_PR_STATUS
idInserted()
idRead(id : ID)
idEjected()
idTaken()
idRetracted()

<< enum >> 
ID_PR_STATUS
IWait
IInserted
IRead
IEjected

ID_Pr_PSM

IWait IInserted

IReadIEjected

idInserted()

idRead(id0)

idEjected()
idTaken() idRetracted()

(a) Provided interface ID_Pr

<< interface >>
ID_Re

ir_status : 
ID_RE_STATUS
readId()
acceptId()
refuseId()

<< enum >> 
ID_RE_STATUS
WaitId
ReadId

ID_Re_PSM

WaitId ReadId

refuseId()

readId()

acceptId()

(b) Required interface ID_Re
Figure 2. Interfaces of AccessControl related to Identification

is an efficient and practical way to detect errors
introduced during development.
Example. For each interface given in Figure 2,
we give a B model as presented in Figure 3: each
model consists of a set of variables, invariant
properties of those variables and operations. The
state of the model, i.e. the set of variables values,
is modifiable by operations, which must preserve
its invariant:
– in the ID_Pr model, the variable id_status

has four possible states and its initial state
is IWait. After an idInserted() call, its state
is changed to IInserted,

– the ID_Re model expresses the required be-
haviors of the card reader. A variable, namely
ip_status, gives its state, which is initialized
with WaitId.
In an integrated development process, the B

models can be obtained by applying systematic
derivation rules from UML to B [23, 24].

Our purpose is to define the AccessControl
component using existing components available
on the market.

3. Component Trustworthy Assembly

Components must be assembled in an appro-
priate way. Interoperability means the ability
of components to communicate and to cooper-
ate despite differences in their implementation
language, their execution environment, or their
model abstraction [35]. Two components are
interoperable if all their interfaces are compati-

ble [11]. More precisely, it means that, for each
required interface of a considered component,
there exists a compatible interface which is pro-
vided by another existing component. Three
main levels of interfaces compatibility are con-
sidered and checked:
– the syntactic level covers static aspects and

concerns the interface signature. Each at-
tribute of the required interface must have
a counterpart in the provided one; for each
method of the required interface, there exists
an operation of the provided interface with
the same signature,

– the semantic level covers behavioral aspects,
– the protocol level deals with the expression

of functional properties (like the order in
which a component expects its methods to
be called).
A provided interface can propose more func-

tionalities (attributes, methods, behaviors, pro-
tocols, etc.) than the required one needs, but
all the functionalities used by the required in-
terface must be proposed by the provided one.
The process of proving interoperability between
components is described in [11].

Often, to construct a working assembly out
of components, adapters have to be defined, con-
necting the required interfaces to the provided
ones. An adapter is a new component that re-
alizes the required interface using the provided
interface. At the signature level, it expresses
the mapping between required and provided vari-
ables. At the behavioral and protocol levels, it
expresses how the required operations are imple-
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MODEL
ID_Pr

SEES
Type

VARIABLES
ip_status

INVARIANT
ip_status ∈ ID_PR_STATUS

INITIALISATION
ip_status := IWait

OPERATIONS
idInserted =
PRE ip_status = IWait
THEN ip_status := IInserted
END ;

idRead(uid) =
PRE uid ∈ UID ∧ ip_status = IInserted
THEN ip_status := IRead
END ;

idEjected =
PRE ip_status = IRead
THEN ip_status := IEjected
END ;

idTaken =
PRE ip_status = IEjected
THEN ip_status := IWait
END ;

idRetracted =
PRE ip_status = IEjected
THEN ip_status := IWait
END

END

(a) Provided interface ID_Pr

MODEL
ID_Re

SEES
Type

VARIABLES
ir_status

INVARIANT
ir_status ∈ ID_RE_STATUS

INITIALISATION
ir_status := WaitId

OPERATIONS
readId =

PRE ir_status = WaitId
THEN ir_status := ReadId
END ;

acceptId =
PRE ir_status = ReadId
THEN ir_status := WaitId
END ;

refuseId =
PRE ir_status = ReadId
THEN ir_status := WaitId
END

END

(b) Required interface ID_Re

Figure 3. B Models for the interfaces of AccessControl

mented in terms of the provided ones. In [26],
we have studied the adapter specification and its
verification using B. We have given a B model
of the adaptation that must refine the B model
of the required interface including the provided
incompatible interface.

More generally, the component assembly
concerns the use of both types of interfaces
for different components to be connected. We
show that the component assembly is a gen-
eralization of the adaptation problem: a new
specific component is introduced to manage the
needed components. It realizes all the required
interfaces of the considered components using
their provided interfaces.
Example. Let us use a component Identifica-
tion1 whose description is given in Figure 4 to an-
swer the requirements of AccessControl presented
Section 2. It is a card reader equipped with two
lights, a green one and a red one. These lights
indicate if the authorization has been accepted

(the green light turns on) or denied (the red light
turns on). The two lights cannot be turned on
at the same time.

The component Identification1 is equipped
with two interfaces:
– Its provided interface Ident_Pr, related to

a system controller. Its two variables green
and red give the state of two lights: the green
light must be turned on if the authorization
has been accepted (acceptIdent), otherwise
the red light must be turned on (refuseIdent).
An invariance property expresses that the
two lights cannot be turned on at the same
time, as expressed in the B model given in
Figure 7a.

– Its required interface Ident_Re, related to
a system controller which is similar to the
ID_Pr provided interface of the AccessControl
component previously defined.
To ensure that the assembly of components

Identification1 and AccessControl is trustworthy
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Identification1

<< interface >>
Ident_Re

ip_status : 
ID_PR_STATUS
idInserted()
idRead(id : ID)
idEjected()
idTaken()
idRetracted()

Ident_Re_PSM

IWait IInserted

IReadIEjected

idInserted()

idRead(id0)

idEjected()
idTaken() idRetracted()

<< interface >>
Ident_Pr

green : SWITCH 
red : SWITCH
readIdent()
acceptIdent()
refuseIdent()

<< uses >>

<< realizes >>
<< enum >>
SWITCH

On
Off

Ident_Pr_PSM

Init Lights 
Off

refuseIndent()

readIdent()
acceptIdent()

Green 
On

Red 
On

readIdent()

readIdent()

Figure 4. An existing component Identification1

[26], we must prove that the corresponding in-
terfaces are compatible, as seen in Figure 5. We
decompose this proof into two steps.

Access
Control

<< interface >>

Ident_Pr

...

<< interface >>

ID_Re

...

<< uses >><< realizes >>

<< realizes >>

Adapter1

<< uses >>

<< interface >>

Ident_Re

...

<< interface >>

ID_Pr

...

<< uses >>
<< realizes >>

<< realizes >>

Identification1

Figure 5. Identification1 and AccessControl assembly

3.1. Compatibility between Ident_Re
and ID_Pr

We have to prove that ID_Pr realizes Ident_Re.
This property can be expressed by the B refine-
ment concept. We show that the B model of
ID_Pr is a correct refinement of the B model of
Ident_Re. That means that the methods of the
provided interface implement directly the meth-
ods of the required interface. In this example,
the proof of this refinement is obvious.

We conclude that the required interface
Ident_Re of the component Identification1 is com-
patible with the provided interface ID_Pr of
the AccessControl component. The interoper-
ability is verified at the signature, semantic and
protocol levels.

3.2. Adaptation between ID_Re
and Ident_Pr

When looking at the required interface ID_Re
of the component AccessControl, as expressed
in Figure 2, it is obvious that it is not directly
compatible with the interface Ident_Pr of the
component Identification1, as shown in Figure 4.
We propose to introduce a new component, called
Adapter1, to map correctly these two incompati-
ble interfaces. In terms of UML, this new com-
ponent realizes ID_Re, using Ident_Pr.

The correctness of this adaptation can be
proved using the B method. It is expressed by
the schema presented Figure 6, in which Adapter1
is modeled by a refinement which:
– refines the B model of the required interface

ID_Re and
– includes the B model of the provided interface

Ident_Pr.

REFINESINCLUDES

MODEL
  Ident_Pr
OPERATIONS
  readIdent
  acceptIdent
  refuseIdent
END

REFINEMENT
  Adapter1
END

MODEL
  ID_Re
OPERATIONS
  readId
  acceptId
  refuseId
END

Figure 6. B adaptation between ID_Re and Ident_Pr

The B model of the component Adapter1 pro-
posed in Figure 7b expresses the mapping be-
tween the two interfaces. The invariant clause,
or gluing invariant, makes the correspondence
between the required and the provided attributes.
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MODEL
Ident_Pr

SEES
Type

VARIABLES
green, red

INVARIANT
green ∈ SWITCH
∧ red ∈ SWITCH
∧ ¬(green = On ∧ red = On)

INITIALISATION
green, red := Off, Off

OPERATIONS
readIdent =

PRE green 6= red
THEN green := Off ‖ red := Off
END ;

acceptIdent =
PRE green = Off ∧ red = Off
THEN green := On
END ;

refuseIdent =
PRE green = Off ∧ red = Off
THEN red := On
END

END

(a) B Model of Ident_Pr

REFINEMENT
Adapter1

REFINES
ID_Re

SEES
Type

INCLUDES
Ident_Pr

INVARIANT
((green 6= red)
⇒ ( ir_status = WaitId))
∧ ((green = red ∧ red = Off)
⇒ ( ir_status = ReadId))

OPERATIONS
readId =

BEGIN
readIdent
END ;

acceptId =
BEGIN
acceptIdent
END ;

refuseId =
BEGIN
refuseIdent
END

END

(b) B Model of Adapter1

Figure 7. B models for the adaptation

The variable ir_status required by the access con-
trol is defined in terms of the two variables green
and red provided by the identification. The oper-
ation clause defines how the required methods, i.e.
readId, acceptId and refuseId are implemented by
the provided ones, readIdent, acceptIdent and re-
fuseIdent.

To prove this refinement, B4free generates
12 obvious proof obligations and 5 proof obli-
gations. As an example, we show in Figure 8
one of these proof obligations concerning the
refinement of the method acceptId: we have to
prove that red = Off (expressed by red$1 =
SW_Off on B4free), using the listed hypothe-
ses. This proof concerns the preservation of
the invariant of Adapter1 by the precondition
of the used method acceptIndent of Indent_Pr.
The 5 proof olbigations are automatically dis-
charged by B4free. As a consequence, Adapter1
implements ID_Re in terms of Ident_Pr. We are
able to assemble Identification1 to AccessControl
through Adapter1.

4. General Case of Component
Trustworthy Assembly

Let us define an identification component cor-
responding to the previous requirements given
section 3 in terms of three existing components,
namely CardReader, Timer and MultiLights. The
component CardReader is used to read the authen-
tication informations on an access card and the
component Timer to indicate the time limit.
Green and red lights are provided by the compo-
nent MultiLights.

The general case of component assembly con-
cerns the use of both type of interfaces for different
components to be connected. A new specific com-
ponent is defined to manage these components. It
realizes all the required interfaces of the considered
components using their provided interfaces.

4.1. Existing components

The functionality of each component is known
by its interface descriptions presented below as
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Figure 8. One of the proof obligations of the refinement of acceptId

CardReader
<< interface >>

Card_Pr

readCard()
ejectCard()
retractCard()

<< interface >>
Card_Re

cardInserted()
cardRead(id : ID)
cardTaken()

Card_Pr_PSM

Read Eject

Retract

readCard()

ejectCard()retractCard()

ejectCard()

Card_Re_PSM

Inserted Read

Taken

cardInserted()

card
Read(id)cardTaken()

cardRead(id)

Figure 9. Component CardReader and its interfaces Card_Pr and Card_Re

Timer << interface >>
Timer_Pr

status : SWITCH
start(time : Integer)
interrupt()

<< interface >>
Timer_Re

timeReached()
Timer_Pr_PSM

Off

On

start(time)
interrupt()

Figure 10. Component Timer and its interfaces Timer_Pr and Timer_Re

MultiLights

<< interface >>
MLight_Pr

color : COLOR
switch : SWITCH
choose(new : COLOR)
on()
off()

<< enum >>
COLOR

Blue
Green
Red
Yellow
Purple

MLight_Pr_PSM

Off

On

on()Off()

choose(color)

Figure 11. Component MultiLights and its provided interface MLight_Pr
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UML 2.0 diagrams associated to B models for
behavioral and protocol specifications.

The component CardReader. This com-
ponent reads identification informations from
an access card. It is equipped with two inter-
faces, as presented in Figure 9, a provided one
named Card_Pr with three methods (readCard(),
ejectCard() and retractCard()) and a required one
named Card_Re which receives messages from
its controller by the way of three methods.

The component Timer. As presented in Fig-
ure 10, this component has two interfaces. The
provided one, Timer_Pr, offers two functionalities:
it can be started with a fixed time and interrupted
before the timeout is reached. When the timeout is
reached, the timer sends this information through
its required interface Timer_Re.

The component MultiLights. This compo-
nent presented in Figure 11 is a light box that
proposes several color lights. It offers, by the way
of its provided interface MLight_Pr, the following
functionalities: the chosen light can be turned on
or turned off. When the light is turned off, one
can choose a light color from predefined ones.

4.2. The component Identification2

A component Identification2 can be defined by
assembling these three existing components, as
depicted in Figure 12 in order to fulfill the
requirements. The required and provided in-
terfacesIdent_Re and Ident_Pr of Identification2
have to be defined in terms of the compo-
nents CardReader, Timer and MultiLights through
their interfaces Card_Re, Card_Pr, Timer_Re,
Timer_Pr and MLight_Pr.

A “new” component Controller is introduced
to manage the interactions between all these
interfaces. Identification2 delegates to Controller
its interfaces Ident_Re and Ident_Pr:
– Controller realizes for Identification2 the inter-

face Ident_Pr, and
– Controller uses through Identification2 the in-

terface Ident_Re.
Figure 13 shows the sequence of operation

calls between all the components to be assembled
to produce Identification2: there is the adaptation
protocol between all the interfaces, that shows

Identification2

CardReader

Timer

MultiLights

Card_Pr

Card_Re

MLight_Pr

Timer_Pr

Timer_Re

Controller

Ident_Re

Ident_Pr

Figure 12. Architecture of the component
Identification2

for all the required operations, the reaction in
terms of provided operations calls.

To prove that the assembly of CardReader,
Timer and MultiLights through Controller is cor-
rect, we must prove that Controller:
– realizes the provided interface Ident_Pr dele-

gated by Identification2, realizes the required
interface Card_Re of CardReader, and realizes
the required interface Timer_Re of Timer,

– uses the provided interfaces Card_Pr,
Timer_Pr and MLight_Pr of the three exist-
ing components, and the required interface
Ident_Re delegated by Identification2.
This UML 2.0 architecture can be expressed

by the B architecture given in Figure 14 with
two levels of refinement:
– the B abstract model, Controller_abs, which

extends all the interfaces to be realized,
– the B refinement model, Controller, which

– includes all the interfaces to be used, and
– refines the abstract model Controller_abs.
The B refinement model of Controller is given

in Figure 15:
– the available components are included, i.e.

Ident_Re, Card_Pr, Timer_Re and MLight_Pr
– its gluing invariant expresses how to obtain

the required attributes green and red from the
attributes color and switch of the provided
interfaces,

– the operations clause describes all the needed
methods in terms of the used ones. The se-
quence diagram, given in Figure 13, which
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AccessControl
Controller CardReader Timer MultiLights

Identification2

readIdent()
readCard()

cardRead(id)
idRead(id)

acceptIdent()
start(30)

choose (Green)
on()

ejectCard()idEjected()

refuseIdent()
start(30)

choose (Red)
on()

ejectCard()idEjected()

cardInserted()
idInserted()

cardTaken()

idTaken() interrupt()
off()

off()retractCard()
timeReached()

idRetracted()

alt

alt

Figure 13. Sequence diagram for the Identification2 component

EXTENDS

REFINES
EXTENDS INCLUDES

INCLUDES

INCLUDES

INCLUDES
EXTENDS

MODEL
  Ident_Pr
OPERATIONS
  readIdent
  acceptIdent
  refuseIdent
END

MODEL
  Controller_abs
END

REFINEMENT
  Controller
END

MODEL
  Timer_Re
OPERATIONS
  timeReached
END

MODEL
  Card_Re
OPERATIONS
  cardInserted
  cardRead(id)
  cardTaken
END

MODEL
  Card_Pr
OPERATIONS
  readCard
  ejectCard
  retractCard
END

MODEL
  MLight_Pr
OPERATIONS
  choose(new)
  on
  off
END

MODEL
  Ident_Re
OPERATIONS
  idInserted
  idRead(id)
  idEjected
  idTaken
  idRetracted
END

MODEL
  Timer_Pr
OPERATIONS
  start(time)
  interrupt
END

Figure 14. B architecture of the component Controller
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gives the protocol of the adaptation can help
us to express these needed methods.
As an example, let us consider the needed

method acceptIdent() of the Ident_Pr interface
of Identification2. This method is called when
an inserted card has been authorized to enter
the building. The required result, as expressed
in the sequence diagram of Figure 13 must be
that a green light is turned on during a fixed
time and the card is ejected. This requirement
is expressed in the B operation acceptIdent by:
1. a timer is started: start(30),
2. the light’s color is fixed to green if it is neces-

sary (method choose(green)) before the light
is turned on (method on),

3. the card is ejected, ejectCard, and
4. the environment is informed, isEjected.

We prove using B4free that the proposed com-
ponent Controller is a correct implementation of
the required functionalities in terms of the three
existing components. With the B prover, we
check
– that Controller refines all the required inter-

faces. This guarantees that the required be-
havioral and protocol aspects are preserved
by the assembling. Of course, the signature
level is also considered,

– the correctness of the use of the provided in-
terfaces by the inclusion of their B interface
models.
The example of adapters presented in this

paper is a part of the case study of an access
control system, as presented in section 2. The
AccessControl system is equipped with other in-
terfaces not presented in this paper as shown
in Figure 1: DB_Re, to be connected with a
database and Entry_Pr, Entry_Re, and Exit_Pr,
to manage turnstiles. Existing components are
used to answer the requirements of the Access-
Control system. The Database component pro-
vides an interface Database_Pr to access to the
stored informations and the Turnstile component
has two interfaces Turn_Pr and Turn_Re to lock
and unlock the turnstile. The access control
system has been completely developped using
our component-based approach. AccessControl
must be connected to other components through
specific adapters. In this paper, we have pre-

sented Adapter1 and Controller. Other adapters
Entry1, Entry2, Exit1 and Database1 (decomposed
into three steps of refinement to ease the proof,
giving three versions of the adapter) are similarly
defined. The Table 1 gives an idea about all the
proof obligations generated and discharged for
the different components and adapters.

Table 1. POs of AccessControl

Obvious
POs

Interactives

POs POs

ID_Pr 11 0 0
ID_Re 7 0 0
Entry_Re 5 0 0
Exit_Pr 3 0 0
DB_Re 12 10 4
Ident_Pr 13 1 0
Ident_Re 11 0 0
Card_Pr 6 1 0
Card_Re 6 1 0
Timer_Pr 5 0 0
Timer_Re 0 0 0
MLight_Pr 11 0 0
Turn_Pr 5 0 0
Turn_Re 3 0 0
Database_Pr 3 0 0
Adapter1 12 5 0
Controller_abs 10 0 0
Controller 45 6 2
Entry1 9 2 0
Entry2 3 0 0
Database1-1 6 2 2
Database1-2 6 2 2
Database1-3 5 8 2
TOTAL 203 38 12

5. Related Works

In an earlier paper [19], we have investigated the
necessary ingredients a component specification
must have in order to be useful for assembly of a
software system out of components. These ingre-
dients are independent of concrete component
models. We have proposed a method consisting
of four steps to guide this process.

Several proposals for verifying the interop-
erability between components have been made.
In [15], Estevez and Fillottrani analyze how to
apply algebraic specifications with refinement to
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REFINEMENT
Controller

REFINES
Controller_abs

SEES
Type

INCLUDES
Ident_Re, Card_Pr, Timer_Pr, MLight_Pr

INVARIANT
(( color = Green ∧ switch = SW_On) ⇒ green = SW_On)
∧ (¬(color = Green ∧ switch = SW_On) ⇒ green = SW_Off)
∧ (( color = Red ∧ switch = SW_On) ⇒ red = SW_On)
∧ (¬(color = Red ∧ switch = SW_On) ⇒ red = SW_Off)

OPERATIONS
/∗ Ident_Pr ∗/
readIdent =

BEGIN
readCard
END ;

acceptIdent =
BEGIN
start (30) ;
IF color = Green THEN on
ELSE choose(Green) ; on
END ;
ejectCard ; idEjected
END ;

refuseIdent =
BEGIN
start (30) ;
IF color = Red THEN on
ELSE choose(Red) ; on
END ;
ejectCard ; idEjected
END ;

/∗ Timer_Re ∗/
timeReached =

BEGIN
retractCard ; off ; idRetracted
END ;

/∗ Card_Re ∗/
cardInserted =

BEGIN
idInserted
END ;

cardRead(uid) =
BEGIN
idRead(uid)
END ;

cardTaken =
BEGIN
off ; interrupt ; idTaken
END

END

Figure 15. B Model of the component Controller

component development, with a restriction to
the use of modules that are described as class
expressions in a formal specification language.
They present several refinement steps for compo-
nent development, introducing in each one design
decisions and implementation details.

Our work focuses on the verification of inter-
operability of components through their inter-
faces using B assembling and refinement mecha-
nisms.

Zaremski and Wing [36] propose an approach
to compare two software components. They de-
termine whether one required component can be
substituted by another one. They use formal
specifications to model the behavior of compo-
nents and exploit the Larch prover to verify the
specification matching of components.

In [9], a subset of the polyadic π-calculus is
used to deal with the component interoperability
at the protocol level. π-calculus is a well suited
language for describing component interactions.
Its main limitation is the low-level description of
the used language and its minimalistic semantic.
In [17, 18], protocols are specified using a tem-
poral logic based approach, which leads to a rich
specification for component interfaces. Henzinger
and Alfaro [3] propose an approach allowing the

verification of interfaces interoperability based
on automata and game theories: this approach
is well suited for checking the interface compat-
ibility at the protocol level. In [6], the three
levels of interface compatibilities are considered
on web service interfaces described by transition
systems.

Several proposals for component adaptation
have already been made. The need of adaptation
and assembly mechanisms was recognized in the
late nineties [8, 14, 20]).

Some practice-oriented studies have been de-
voted to analyze different issues when one is
faced with the adaptation of a third-party com-
ponent [16]. A formal foundation to the notion
of interoperability and component adaptation
was set up in [35]. Component behavior specifi-
cations are given by finite state machines which
are well known and support simple and efficient
verification techniques for the protocol compat-
ibility. Braccalia & al. [7] specify an adapter
as a set of correspondences between methods
and parameters of the required and provided
components. An adapter is formalized as a set
of properties expressed in π-calculus. From this
specification and from both interfaces, they gen-
erate a concrete implementable adapter.
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Reussner and Schmit consider a certain class
of protocol interoperability problems in the con-
text of concurrent systems. For bridging com-
ponent protocol incompatibilities, they generate
adapters using interfaces described by finite state
machines [29, 30].

Automatic generation of adapters is limited
as one has to ensure the decidability of the in-
terfaces inclusion problem, which is necessary to
perform automated interoperability checks; one
could only generate adapters for specific classes
of assembly.

In our approach, we are not only concerned
with specific classes of interoperability but with
adapters in general. We propose to give general
schemes to specify and verify adapters, not to
generate them automatically.

6. Conclusion and Perspectives

The success of the component-based paradigm
has received considerable attention in the soft-
ware development field in industry and academia
like in other engineering domains. We have pre-
sented an approach which contributes to specify
component-based systems with high safety re-
quirements. Our approach concerns the first
steps of the system development life-cycle, from
the requirements phase to the specification one,
and aims at using existing languages and tools.
We focus on the integration of components and
the assembly mechanisms: components are con-
sidered as black-boxes described by their visible
behavior and their required and provided inter-
faces. To construct a working system out of
existing components, adapters are introduced.
An adapter is a piece of glue code that expresses
the mapping between required and provided vari-
ables and how required methods are implemented
in terms of the provided ones. We have presented
a general schema of assembly with both cases of
interfaces.

The use of the B formal method and its refine-
ment and assembling mechanisms to model the
component interfaces and the adapters allows us
to define rigorously the interoperability between
components and to check it with support tools.

The B prover guarantees that the adapter is
a correct implementation of the required func-
tionalities in terms of the existing components.
Within this approach, the verification of the inter-
operability between the connected components is
done at three levels, the signature, the semantic
and the protocol levels.

We are currently working on extending this
approach when additional abnormal behaviors
are introduced to increase dependability of our
component architecture and to preserve the nor-
mal cases. We have introduced two kinds of
dependability mechanisms, one for security and
one for safety. To extend the proposed approach,
we study the definition of adapter schemas corre-
sponding to different cases of component architec-
ture. The idea is not to automatically generate
the adapters, but to propose schemas to develop
and verify the adaptation.
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